THE WEALTHFAIR EQUALITY ACT
In Progress

“Data compiled by the staff of Can I Live, Inc. has illustrated that if 1million
women are removed off of welfare, the savings at the end of 10 years could be
as much as $101,750,000,000, if not more.”
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What does Poverty Look Like?
According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the new face of poverty is comprised of
households headed by single African American women between the ages of 18
to 35. Many of these women live in public housing. According to the National
Center for Law and Economic Justice (2012), “overall, 21.8% of children under
18—or some 16.1 million American youth—were living below the poverty line”.
Also, according to the National Women’s Law Center (2014), more than one in
seven women – nearly 18 million, lived in poverty in 2013. At Can I Live, Inc. our
mission is to help these single mothers, and single mothers of all races and
nationalities, particularly those living in public housing, to advance their abilities
as earners, and eliminate their need for public assistance.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2013, the official poverty rate was 14.5% of the
U.S. population, or 45.3 million people.

The only way to address the problem of poverty and government dependency
is through research, education, career training, and policy changes that
incentivize efforts to increase one’s self-sufficiency. And while the solution to
reducing poverty is an elusive one, the literature is clear that this approach is an
effective strategy to break the cycle of generational poverty.
To eradicate poverty requires partnerships between public and private sectors.

Need for Policy Change
It is a widely held view that current public housing policies contribute to an
addictive reliance on government assistance, making it difficult for the poor to
change their circumstances for the better. Changing these policies will help
provide affordable housing, while at the same time, place more emphasis on
helping public housing residents earn more and break their dependence on
governmental assistance.
Often public housing residents make a very simple decision not to work. Why?
Because it costs more to work than it does to do nothing and sit at home.
Outdated policies continue to contribute to complacency and dependency,
thus contributing to the growth of poverty.
Public housing serves millions of economically disadvantaged citizens who do
not have to be employed nor seek work or educational opportunities to
continue receiving housing subsidies. As long as a resident is compliant with their
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lease agreement, he or she may reside in public housing for life which
contributes to dependency and abuse of the system.
Imagine if at least 1 million women, who currently receive welfare, were no
longer being provided these subsidies. What if these women were properly
educated and trained to find jobs that moved them out of poverty? The results
would not only benefit the lives of the women who have been able to lift
themselves out of poverty and government reliance, but it would also add new
revenue to local and national economies. Data collected by the staff of Can I
Live, Inc. illustrates that if 1 million women, who are currently on welfare, are
removed from its rolls over a 10-year period, as a result of gainful employment,
would pay an additional $19 billion in federal income taxes. See Table 1 for an
explanation.
Table 1: Savings Over 10-Years: 2016-2025 (Additional Federal Income Taxes)

Income Tax (Federal Tax Payments)
Assumes a $30,000 salary, 15% federal tax
rate, $3,500 annually in federal taxes
$4,000,000,000.00
$3,000,000,000.00

Income Tax (Federal Tax
Payments) Assumes a $30,000
salary, 15% federal tax rate,
$3,500 annually in federal
taxes

$2,000,000,000.00
$1,000,000,000.00
$1
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To that end, we recommend the following policy changes as related to Public
Housing Authorities and Public Housing Residents:

Return Resident Satisfaction and Section 3
to Housing Authority Performance Scores:
Public Housing Authorities are frequently evaluated using a system called the
Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS). In past years resident satisfaction was
a measure on the performance score. However, in recent years resident
satisfaction was taken off of the performance score. Now, housing authorities
are not held accountable to the manner in which they serve residents.





Can I Live, Inc. advocates for the return of the resident satisfaction
measure to the PHAS scoring system with a score of no less than 10 on a
100 point scale.
Can I Live, Inc. advocates for adding Section 3 compliance to the PHAS
score with a value of 5.
Can I Live, Inc. believes that housing authorities should be evaluated on
the quality and variety of services they provide residents and their degree
of compliance with Section 3.

Resident Councils Tenant Participation
Funds:
Can I Live, Inc. proposes that Residents Councils receive the full $25 allotment for
the carrying out of resident services and programs. If there are no councils, the
agency shall help to start a council.



Can I Live, Inc. proposes that monies allotted for the purposes of resident
councils, be accrued from year to year, with a 5-year maximum accrual.
Can I Live, Inc. is opposed to returning those funds to the agency to be
used at its discretion.
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Incentives for participation in 1MMOW:
Rather than penalize public housing residents for work and education efforts, we
propose that residents who enroll in the 1MMOW program experience
incremental deductions in support services after 3 years of stabilized benefits
such as food-stamps, Medicare, child care, rent, WIC, etc. while the participant
is actively seeking educational opportunities or working. After year 3 the
1MMOW program participant will receive a 25% reduction in all services across
the board or 25% of income counted towards eligibility. This 25% reduction shall
continue for the next 4 years leaving her completely free from services upon
year 7.
Data compiled by the staff of Can I Live, Inc. has illustrated that if 1million
women are removed off of welfare, the savings at the end of 10 years could be
as much as $101.7 billion, if not more. See Table 2 for details.
Table 2

10-year Annual Savings After Being Removed
from Welfare.
$20,000,000,000.00
$15,000,000,000.00
100,000 women each year for 10
years (In billions) being removed
from welfare. This number is an
average.

$10,000,000,000.00
$5,000,000,000.00
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Establish A Step Up Housing
Demonstration:
Can I Live, Inc. urges policy makers to seek “step-up” housing as a viable
alternative to traditional public housing. Similar to what is happening in WinstonSalem, NC, the idea is to “grow people out of poverty” by providing incentives
and rewards that keep residents motivated. Step-Up housing is an upgrade from
the traditional “no frills” public housing with a work requirement stipulation,
where residents move in and gradually progress through the affordable housing
process.
Residents then can decide to move into a home or townhouse owned by the
housing authority as the final steps of growth. Can I Live, Inc. recommends that
the Section 8 voucher program be utilized at this stage of the affordable
housing paradigm. This concept meshes well with the 1MMOW initiative.
Research is very clear that families who live in homes/townhomes tend to
contribute more to the local economy than families who live in public housing.
As an example, consider the impact on the local economies of an additional 1
million working women, who are no longer living in government housing as a
result of becoming self-sufficient. Research conducted by the staff of Can I Live,
Inc. illustrates that the impact to these local communities can be as high as
$16.5 billion after 10 years. See Table 3 for more details.
Table 3: Savings Over 10-Years: 2016-2025 (Dollars Enhancing Local Economy)

Local Economy: $3,000 Annually/Per
Person
$4,000,000,000.00
$3,000,000,000.00
$2,000,000,000.00

Local Economy: $3,000
Annually

$1,000,000,000.00
$1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Increased Funding for Capital
Improvements and Infrastructure
Can I Live, Inc. advocates for the full funding of capital improvements and
infrastructure developments for large housing agencies in major metropolitan
cities. This housing stock is among the most valuable in the nation and should be
preserved and utilized to its fullest potential.
Many of the buildings in large housing agencies are dilapidated and present eminent
health and safety risks. They are simply substandard for living purposes and desperately
need renovations.

Proper investment in renovation and infrastructure, housing agencies can
continue to provide quality public housing in areas where affordable housing
falls far short of demand, bolster the local economy, and contribute to urban
renewal.
Without making this investment, agencies will continue to provide substandard
housing that contributes to urban decay and unhealthy, unsafe living
environments. Residents will be forced into homelessness or to areas away from
employment centers, family resources, and inadequate public transportation.
We believe the time is now to invest in a new paradigm for large metropolitan
public housing agencies. This investment will immediately create new jobs and
bolster economic activity, while building a new public housing infrastructure that
contributes to the economic viability of the inner city and preserves quality
public housing capacity into the next century. A substantial investment in the
renovation and renewal of large metropolitan housing complexes will more than
pay for itself in windfall benefits over the life cycle of the housing stock.
The One Million Moms off Welfare by 2025 Initiative of Can I Live, Inc. will work to:
increase jobs and job opportunities for women on public assistance, while
fostering self-reliance and self-sufficiency in them; reduce dependency on
public social welfare and increase tax budgets for local, state and federal
governments. The initiative will spur economic growth for local communities and
produce more than $300 billion dollars into our national economy.


Can I Live, Inc. believes that if tax dollars were used more efficiently,
covering the $26+billion dollar capital improvement back log that Public
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Housing currently faces will no longer be a problem that policy makers are
faced with, but a social remedy ready to provide an adequate solution to
the problems faced by those living in poverty.

Fatherhood Training and Support
Services:
One of the most important factors in terms of the degree to which a singleparent household, headed by a female who lives in poverty, is the level of child
support the female receives.
In the debate about how to fight poverty, men are often forgotten in terms of
their roles as supportive fathers. Struggling fathers need support services just as
well as struggling women to help put them on a path of self-sufficiency. By
investing in the personal and economic vitality of struggling fathers, single moms
and their children are greatly impacted. When fathers are able to support their
children financially, families become more self-sufficient and less reliant on
public assistance for survival. Supporting struggling fathers is central to fighting
poverty.
The level of support single mothers receive from the fathers of their children is
one of the most important factors in determining whether they and their children
will live in poverty.




Can I Live proposes to mandate fatherhood training and workforce
development assistance for poor and indigent fathers charged with
nonpayment of child support as an alternative to incarceration.
Can I Live also proposes to eliminate incarceration for poor and indigent
fathers unless individuals demonstrate willful intent to avoid supporting
children by not participating in workforce development or parenting
programs provided through Family Court.
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Steps to Removing Families OFF Welfare
At Can I Live, Inc., we believe that our 10-point strategy can move at least 1
million women off of welfare, and by default, move their children and other
family members off the system. Simply stated, our strategy involves the following
plan:
1. Education- Reduce Dependency through Education and Empowerment
2. Programs-Maximize existing resources (don’t reinvent the wheel)
Coordinate efforts on local, state and federal levels (i.e. Family Self
Sufficiency Programming strategically maximized).
3. Fund Development- Creating infrastructure that provides Economic
Independence through existing regulations such as the Resident
Management Corporation, Section 3 enforcement and the support of
resident owned businesses.
4. Resident Engagement- Increase funding for resident services and self-help
initiatives that improve overall quality of life.
5. Technology- Use technology as a mean to engage, support, encourage,
motivate and incentivize participants.
6. Partnerships- Public and private partnerships are needed to better
support moms as they tread the road to self-sufficiency (i.e. American
Dental Association- Every Dentist adopts a mom).
7. Incentives- Provide real life incentives with value (i.e. Gas cards, Car
Maintenance, get a-ways, Dental Hygiene vouchers, etc.) obtained from
local partners to fill real gaps for 1mmow participants.
8. Advocacy- Teach 1mmow participants how to advocate for themselves
in so that they will advocate for their neighbor.
9. Media- Share the stories of 1mmow participants through TV, radio,
publications, and live events. Let mom’s lead the initiative.
10. Research and Evaluation- Capture and analyze data in order to measure
program success and offer best practices.
For more information about our position, please contact:
Racquel Williams
Can I Live, Incorporated
7474 Creedmoor Road, #160
Raleigh, NC 27613
racquelwilliams@canilive.org
919-227-9690 (M) 877-810-1347 (F)
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